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Go-to-market organizations across industries are in the middle of a fundamental shift to a flexible 
usage-based consumption model. Software was traditionally sold using perpetual licenses and then 
evolved into per user/per month model with SaaS based products. But today, a growing number of 
customers are asking for and getting consumption-based pricing where they can access, consume, 
and pay for product offerings and services based on their actual specific need and usage, and not as 
a fixed per user model.



Consumption-based pricing models are quickly becoming the norm for a lot of SaaS providers. 
Companies in several industries (such as technology, pharmaceuticals, media, and professional 
services) today are shifting to consumption or usage-based billing. There are various models for 
usage-based billing, ranging from subscriptions to subscriptions plus overages, to pure pay-per-use 
arrangements and other recurring revenue models. With consumption-based pricing, any product 
enhancement done equates to clients doing more with the same number of credits that they've 
already paid for. So, every new product release is a kind of discount for customers. This pricing and 
value model works best for CROs looking to champion the financial benefits.



While the pricing model’s transparency makes it easy for the provider to align costs with 
consumption, tracking revenue generation accurately and forecasting for future quarters is 
challenging.



These models are very different from traditional business models and require a different set of 
business capabilities. You will need to look across your entire organization to identify where the 
capability gaps are and determine where adjustments should be made. These models help track and 
provide visibility into usage so you can make the required adjustments across your accounts. The 
XaaS model (everything-as-a-service) will become a norm in the years to come and if you charge 
customers based on product/service consumption instead of per user, predicting revenue can be 
much trickier. Building a successful business on a consumption-based model means accurately 
forecasting customer consumption and forecasting consumption is complex.



That's because consumption-based forecasting has its own set of challenges. For example, a lot of 
unstructured data is present in your data warehouses (such as Redshift, Oracle, etc.) that requires 
standard definition and business logic to be made ready for consumption-based models. Also, 
translating consumption into ARR/MRR is not an easy process because of the presence of multiple 
tools that track consumption data, and historical revenue. Moreover, forecasting sales becomes a 
challenge when external factors like economy, seasonality, etc. that influence user consumption are 
also involved.

Do You Have the Right Tools Required to Support Consumption-Based Models?
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Aviso provides businesses with real time visibility and robust insights to achieve predictable 
revenue. We use our powerful AI and forecasting tools to support consumption-based forecasting 
that helps accurately forecast for consumption-based business models. An accurate forecast helps 
you with predictable growth, increased confidence, and zero lost opportunities.

Aviso Time Series based database supports multiple forecasting processes, and the same AI can be 
applied on two different processes helping slice and dice the data to get desired results. Aviso 
supports consumption-based sales forecasts through:

Consumption-Based Forecasting with Aviso

AI/auto ML forecasting that mitigates the external risk by providing a way to 
accurately understand and predict the ebbs and flows of account level consumption.

Account-level usage forecasting and ability to pivot based on custom hierarchies, 
revenue predictability by looking at external (macro) and internal factors affecting 
usage.

Aviso AI forecasting tool works in tandem with RevOps and data science to predict 
accurate consumption-based forecasts.

Identifies outlier accounts (low usage, health scores, churn risk etc.) based on AI 
insights and recommend actions for reps to address.

Enables expanding usage in existing accounts and attaining revenue numbers on a 
quarterly basis by combining traditional revenue forecasting with consumption 
forecasting for a single account with multiple product lines.
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Aviso consumption-based forecasting specifically helps you answer the following questions:

How is consumption trending across my key accounts? 

Which of my accounts have a lower consumption than usual? What product is driving 
that change?

What are the factors that could help drive higher usage among my client base? 

How is my out-quarter forecast looking for consumption-based accounts?

What Our Consumption Forecasting is Not
It is not the same as revenue forecasting, this is something which we support in addition to our 
modern AI adaptive forecasting models that have no parallel in the industry. For e.g., you have a 
closed won deal that has a revenue schedule over several months, so our AI forecast will be New Pipe 
+ Closed Won based on Rev Schedule - Churn/Cancellation. Using these forecasts, you can better 
understand your expected revenue trends on a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis. You can even 
define usage types to monitor your key usage patterns.

Our Customers’ Experience
Companies that are using our consumption forecasting solutions can forecast based on customer 
usage and consumption rate. This helps companies land more customers and differentiate 
themselves in the marketplace today.

“…Aviso does what CRM always promised, but never delivered. Predictive intelligence and insights, 
full visibility to deal movement, and AI that matters. An impressive product.” 

Kate Fitzgerald, VP Americas

“…They are one of the few companies that understand that if you can give meaningful insights back 
to a seller, the seller will put more and more high-quality input into CRM. It's really making a 
difference for my team at Honeywell.”

Charles Forsgard, VP Global Sales

To Learn more about Aviso click here for a Demo.

https://www.aviso.com/contact-us/
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About Aviso AI

Aviso is the AI compass that guides sales and go-to-market teams to close more deals, accelerate 
growth, and find their Revenue True North. Aviso AI delivers revenue intelligence, drives informed 
team-wide actions and course corrections, and gives precise guidance so sellers and teams don’t get 
lost in the fog of CRM and augment themselves with predictive AI.



With demonstrated results across Fortune 500 companies and industry leaders such as Dell, 
Honeywell, Nuance, Elastic , Github, and RingCentral, Aviso works at the frontier of predictive AI to 
help teams close more deals and drive more revenue. Aviso AI has generated 305 billion insights, 
analyzed over $800B in pipeline, and helped customers win $466B in deals. Companies use Aviso 
to drive more revenue, achieve goals faster, and win in bold, new frontiers. By using Aviso’s 
guided-selling tools instead of conventional CRM systems, sales teams close 20% more deals with 
98%+ accuracy, and reduce spending on non-core CRM licenses by 30%.



Aviso is backed by Storm Ventures, Scale Venture Partners, Shasta Ventures, and other leading 
Silicon Valley investors.






